THE USE OF GEOMETRIC HASHING FOR AUTOMATIC IMAGE MOSAICING
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ABSTRACT

A camera typically has a very limited field of view. Image mosaicing involves stitching together images taken at different camera viewpoints, in order to have a wider field of view. Thus, automation of the above process is an important issue. This paper proposes a new method for automatic generation of mosaics, using Geometric Hashing. This speeds up the matching process in addition to automating it. We show the application of our method on two important cases namely, one of rigid planar camera motion, and panoramic mosaics. We provide experimental results in support of our proposed method.

1. INTRODUCTION

A camera typically has a limited field of view. A lens with a wide field of view (such as a fisheye lens) incurs substantial distortion. In addition, capturing the entire scene with the limited camera resolution compromises the image quality. Hardware-based methods (e.g., quick time VR, Surround Video) impose a strong limitation on the imaging conditions. Image mosaicing algorithms register or stitch a sequence of images into a composite image [1, 2, 3].

Image mosaicing involves the following:

1. Image alignment: One has to determine the transformation that aligns images to be combined into a mosaic. Registration or alignment methods can be loosely divided into following classes - algorithms that use the pixel values directly i.e., correlation method; algorithms that use frequency domain method i.e., fast Fourier transform; algorithms that use low level features such as corners or edge i.e., feature based algorithms and algorithms that use relation between features i.e., graph theoretical methods [4, 5].

2. Image cut and paste: Most regions in a mosaic are overlapping and are covered by more than one images. There are two ways to determine the region. (a) Combining the aligned images by a suitable function such as median, average, etc, and (b) Selecting a region from one of the images. Method (a) requires an accurate alignment over entire image area, otherwise the resulting mosaic will be blurred. The method (b) requires alignment only along the seams. This is more useful in cases where camera motion, scene geometry and imaging conditions are challenging [6].

3. Image blending: It is used to overcome intensity difference between the images, differences that are present even when images are perfectly aligned. These are created by dynamically changing camera gain [1].

2. GEOMETRIC HASHING

Image alignment requires matching M points in one image with N points in another. As such, this process has an exponential time complexity, \( O(M^N) \). Landam et al. [7] propose Geometric
Hashing as a fast method for 2-D object recognition, where $M$ object points are to be matched to $N$ image points, restricted to an affine framework. We generalize this idea for image alignment (the first step in image mosaicing), according to the specific transformation between two images – Euclidean, Affine, or the most general Projective case.

A 2-D transformation requires $K$ basis points ($K = 3$ for Euclidean and Affine, 4 for Projective). We can select ordered pairs of $K$ basis points from the first image in $\binom{M}{K} \times K!$ ways (this is $O(M^K)$). For each such basis, we compute the coordinates of the remaining $M - K$ ($O(M)$) points. A hash table stores these coordinates, indexed by the basis points. We repeat the process for the second image. Matching rows of coordinates between hash tables of the two images has quadratic time complexity. We can reduce this to linear is we sort each row in the hash tables. Hence, the problem of matching image features reduces to $O(M^{K+1}N^{K+1}) \times$ the row matching time. This is has polynomial time complexity, an improvement over the exponential time complexity required for a naive feature match. It is important to note that the relative change of successive camera positions is often kept small to maximize the number of corresponding points between images. We show the application of Geometric Hashing to two important cases of mosaicing. In each case, we use the above idea to further reduce the time complexity of image alignment.

3. MOSAICS FOR PLANAR RIGID CAMERA MOTION

Two camera positions are related by a 3-D Euclidean (rigid-body) transformation:

$$\mathbf{P}' = \mathbf{R}\mathbf{P} + \mathbf{T}$$

Here, $\mathbf{P} = [X \ Y \ Z]^T$ and $\mathbf{P}' = [X' \ Y' \ Z']^T$ represent the (non-homogeneous) 3-D coordinates of a point viewed by the camera stations, and $\mathbf{p} = [x \ y \ 1]^T$ and $\mathbf{p}' = [x' \ y' \ 1]^T$ are the corresponding image points. For a planar rigid transformation (say in the XY-plane), $\mathbf{T} = [T_x \ T_y \ 0]^T$ and

$$\mathbf{R} = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \theta & -\sin \theta & 0 \\ \sin \theta & \cos \theta & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

The 2-D image points and 3-D points in the camera coordinate system are related by

$$\lambda \mathbf{p} = \mathbf{A}\mathbf{P} \quad \text{and} \quad \lambda \mathbf{p}' = \mathbf{A}'\mathbf{P}'$$

where $\mathbf{A}$ and $\mathbf{A}'$ represent the matrix of internal camera parameters – the focal lengths in the $x$- and $y$- directions $f_x$, $f_y$, and a skew factor $s$. The internal parameter matrix is of the form [8]:

$$\begin{bmatrix} f_x & s & u_0 \\ 0 & f_y & v_0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

Using the above equations, we can show that the 2-D coordinates of the corresponding points $\mathbf{p}$ and $\mathbf{p}'$ are related by a 2-D affine transformation with 6 parameters:

$$\begin{bmatrix} x' \\ y' \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} a & b \\ c & d \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} t_1 \\ t_2 \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

We need at the correspondence of 3 or more points to estimate the affine parameters.

3 points are needed to form an affine basis. Hence, a hash table for an image with $M$ points will have $\binom{M}{3}$ rows, each with $M - 3$ affine coordinates of the remaining non-basis points. We can calculate the time complexity of the matching step as in Section 2. As mentioned there, the relative camera motion between frames is often small. Hence for many practical cases, we may make an additional assumption to speed up alignment.

**Algorithm 1:**

1. Represent the reference frame by a set of corner points.
2. For every non-collinear triplet of points, find the angle ($\theta$) formed by two linearly independent vectors and the length ($l$) between the end points. We use these as parameters in the hash table. In this way, we have $\binom{M}{3}$ values of $\theta$ and $l$.
3. For the second frame of the scene, find the angle $\theta$ and length $l$ for every non-collinear triplet as shown in Figure 1. So we have $\binom{M}{3}$ values of $\theta$ and $l$ for hash table comparison. (4) For every basis
triplet in second image, find the difference between angle $\theta s_{(j)}$ and angle $\theta r_{(i)}$ of all basis triplet in the reference image.

$$\delta \theta_{(i,j)} = | \theta s_{(j)} - \theta r_{(i)} |$$

where $i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots \binom{M}{3}; j = 1, 2, 3 \ldots \binom{N}{3}$. Similarly, calculate the difference in length as

$$\delta l_{(i,j)} = | l s_{(j)} - l r_{(i)} |$$

Out of $\binom{M}{3} \times \binom{N}{3}$ combinations, few most likely to be correct pairs can be retained for further consideration. We discard the basis triplets which give angle difference more than a threshold. In this pass many pairs are expected to be disqualified. Then select those triplets for which $\delta l$ is less than some small threshold. The idea of doing this is to reduce the length of the hash table, so that one has to compute only a few candidate matching triplets between the two image pairs. Since we are looking for correspondences between interest points detected in for separate images, only those triplets which preserve the shape and size in the two images are considered for possible matching. It should be noted that $\theta$ and $l$ are not affine invariants. However, we may often make this assumption as motion of the camera is often kept very small to generate good quality mosaics.

Based on this correspondence, the transformation can be found from a pair of matched triplet or estimated from more matched triplets by least square error estimation (LSE) method. Select the $Q$ points (we have considered $Q = 20$) around the basis triplet in reference image and the second image. Let these points be $U_j$ and $V_j$. The required transformation can be obtained as solution of LSE estimation which minimizes the LSE measure

$$\delta = \sum_{j=1}^{p} | DU_j - V_j |^2$$

with respect to unknown motion parameters. The minimum value of $\delta$ gives the correct transformation. The pixels in the overlapping part are taken from the single image or by averaging of pixels.

Here we are using the Harris corner detector [9] to detect interest points, which are used as feature points. The first row of Figure 2 shows two images taken by such an imaging setup. The image at

Figure 2: Two sample images and their resultant mosaic (bottom row): Details in text

the bottom shows the resultant mosaic. We show another example of this case in Figure 3.

4. PANORAMIC IMAGE MOSAICING

We now consider a camera rotating about its optical centre. Such images when stitched together constitute a panoramic mosaic. A commonly used camera model is [8]:

$$\lambda p = A \begin{bmatrix} R & T \end{bmatrix} P_w$$

relating the coordinates of a 3-D point in the world coordinate system $P_w = [X \ Y \ Z \ 1]^T$ to its image
Algorithm 2:
(1) Represent the reference image by the sets of corners.
(2) For every quadruplet (of which three must be non-collinear), find the angles $(\theta_1, \theta_2)$ formed by two linearly independent vectors and lengths $(l_1, l_2)$ between two end points as shown in Figure 4.
(3) For the second frame of the scene, for every quadruplet find the corresponding $(\theta, l)$ values.
(4) for every quadruplet in the second image, find the difference between angle $\theta s_{1(i)}$ and angle $\theta r_{1(i)}$ and difference between $\theta s_{2(j)}$ and angle $\theta r_{2(i)}$ of all quadruplet in the reference image.

\[
\theta_{1(i,j)} = |s_{1(j)} - \theta_{r1(i)}|, \quad \theta_{2(i,j)} = |s_{2(j)} - \theta_{r2(i)}|
\]

Similarly, calculate the difference in lengths as
\[
\delta l_{1(i,j)} = |l_{s1(j)} - l_{r1(i)}|, \quad \delta l_{2(i,j)} = |l_{s2(j)} - l_{r2(i)}|
\]

where $i = 1, 2, 3... \binom{N}{4}; \quad j = 1, 2, 3... \binom{M}{4}$. out of $\binom{M}{4} \times \binom{N}{4}$ combinations, few most likely correct pairs can be identified through two passes. We can discard the quadruplets which gives angle difference more than threshold. The pairs of quadruplets with small difference in $\theta 1$ and $\theta 2$ will be considered for comparison based on lengths. By sorting based on $\delta l 1$ and $\delta l 2$, choose pairs with minimum value of $\delta l 1$ and $\delta l 2$. So, the pair with least values of $\delta l 1, \delta l 2, \delta l 1, \delta l 12$, considered as a right candidate. Even in the absence of any invariance in parameters $\theta$ and $l$, the above constraints can be safely used as the relative change in these parameters is very small due to dense time sampling of images. The required transformation can be recovered from a pair of matched quadruplets, or estimated from more matched quadruplets by using least squares estimation method.

Figure 3: Resultant mosaic

Figure 4: $(a, b, c, d)$ basis quadruplet in reference image (left) and $(a', b', c', d')$ basis quadruplet in second image(right).
By finding transformation between two frames, the second frame is transformed with respect to first one and they are combined to form mosaic. Here, reference image is selected and all other images are registered with respect to the reference image, and mosaic is created. In this case, the region in the overlapping area is taken form one of the images, so there is no effect of blurring in the mosaic image. For the mosaic in Figure 5, we have considered a set of 30 images taken by a camera rotating by approximately 300°.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new method for automatic generation of mosaic. Our method is based on Geometric Hashing. This gets over the problem of exponential time complexity in matching features across images. Additionally, the entire process does not require human intervention. We show results in the support of proposed strategies.
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